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SANTA FE NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1915.

VOL. 50.

DEFENSE RESTS

THAW IS GlVEN
LORIMER AGAIN
UNTIL NOU. 4. TO
BROUGHT INTO
MURDER TRIAL
iPREPARE ANSWER
CHICAGO TRIAL

GEN. FELIX DIAZ SEEKS

Mm TIAL

IN THE EATON

PROTECTION ON BOARD

NO. 220.
LAW DECLARED

IN THE COLORADO

COAL

Concord. N. H Oct. K. Hairy K.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 2s. Judge I'uin,
Thaw, his counsel and the attorneys before whom Daniel Dnnahoe ant)
representing the state of .New York It aac Kteifel are being tried on a
went to Rochester yesterday to attend charge of conspiring to defame Clar- - j
a bearing before Governor .Felker at enee S. Funk today ruled that Funk's j
his home on the question of a further affidavit regarding the collection of
continuance in the Thaw extradition funds to elect William Lordlier to the
Thaw asked a delay of United States was admissible.
proceedings.
two weeks in which to meet the inThe affidavit first made its ap- SECOND REGIMENT COLORADO NATIONAL GUARD MOBILIZED AND LEAVES
TWO
HEARS
HE IS TO BE SHOT, AND, WITH
COMPANIONS, FLEES TO
New
in
dictment returned
York pearance in a suit brought by John C.
THE AMERICAN
FOR STRIKE
county last week.
AMNIONS
CONSULATE, AND TKENCE ON BOARD THE WHEELING.
SAYS HE TRIED EVERY
Ilenning for $25,000 damages from
NOR
Governor Felker, after hearing both Funk, whom he charged with alienatDIAZ.-THARBORING
SANCTIONS
TWO
PEACEABLE
-S- TATE DEPARTMENT
MEANS, AND WILL NOW DISARM STRIKERS AND GUARDS
granted the application of Thaw ing the affections of Mrs. Ilenning.
for a further continuance in the extra
Mrs. Henning collapsed again today
AT VERA CRUZ AND ARE IMMEDIATELY
PUT IN
ARRIVE
MADEROS
BY FORCE, IF NECESSARY,
TO CALL ON UNITED
EVEN IF HE HAS
ditiou proceedings, setting November while under
4 as the final date on which his attornnd
or
consciousness
PRISON.
SAN JUAN
Judge Pam
STATES TROOPS TO HELP HIM.
neys may file a supplementary brief dered a recess taken.
bearing on the conspiracy Indictment
The recess lasted forty minutes, at
returned against their client by the the end of which period the attendNew York county grand jury. A con ing
physicians reported that Mrs.
MONTEREY IS NOW REPORTED AS
MINE
tinuance of two weeks had been re- Henning's condition was due to ex- PITCHED BATTLE BETWEEN
who
Travers
William
Jerome,
quested.
haustion and that she must have absoopposed tne tieiay, wm ue anoweti two lute rest for
t
hours.
BEING FREE FROM REBEL TROOPS
GUARDS AND STRIKERS AT HASTINGS
answer the new Uriel,
y
She was excused and the introducat
Probably P.,000 persons gathered
tion of other evidence begun, Assistthe city hall to see Thaw and many ant State's Attorney Barnhnrt
inio the room where the the Funk aflidavit in evidence. placing
crowded
Vera Cruz, Mex., Oct. 28. General that he desired to live aboard a forDenver, Oct. as. A threat to call Denver infantry companies, cavalry
It was a Thaw
was held,
healing
and two batteries of artillery
Felix Diaz, Jose Sandoval and Ceclllo eign warship."
upon the United States government for troops
and when former Governor COMITTEE IS FRAMING
crowd,
1 o'clock for TriniOcon today are aboard the American
in left shortly before
of Pennsylvania, who appeared
to
order
Stone,
keep
help
troops
regular
CURRENCY
AMENDMENTS
dad.
traveled
The two Mexicans who sought
They
by special train
gunboat Wheeling having sought refor Thaw, declared that the sentiment
is contained in a over the Denver and Rio Grande railwith General
Felix Diaz on
Washington, D. ('., Oct, 28. Actual the coal strike zone
fuge of the American authorities. The
of the people of New York and New
work on framing amendments to the statement issued today by Governor road.
fact that General Diaz and two of his board the U. S. gunboat Wheeling
Hampshire was that his client had administration currency bill was be E. M. Amnions.
The companies from northern Colosupporters were refugees on board the last night have played prominent
been punished sufficiently, there was
in the senate banking com
The governor declares that lie de- rado were expected to reach Denver
Wheeling was not discovered by the parts in Mexican politics. Cecilio
a demonstration of approval so noisy gun today
Mexican authorities until this morn- Ocon was charged on May 23, 1913, in
called out the and depart for the south about four
that the governor ordered the room mittee.
The committee confined itself to de clared martial law and
this afternoon.
ing. The flight took place after mid- the Mexican chamber of deputies by
Officers attempted to carry
cleared.
Colorado National Guard only after
COULD CHRISTIANIZE
The train bearing the Denver comhead- ciding whether a single central bank
made
night, the three men taking the risk Puerlda Moheno, now minister of forlittle
but
out,
the
order,
TURKEY WITH A MILLION.
or a regional reserve bank system, exhausting every means of peaceful pany, number GOO, pulled out of the
of an excursion over the roof tops, eign affairs, with being "the actual
to
remained
and
the
spectators
way
should be the basis of the bill.
settlement. The governors statement station at 1MIB p. m. It will be gtven
which were guarded by armed men, murderer of Gustavo Madero."
the end.
Attention was centered on Senators follows in full :
Kansas City,' Mo., Oct. 28. A Christhe right of way to Trinidad.
iuto the American consulate.
This denunciation was made in conwoven Into the
were
Personalities
O'Gorman, Reed and Hitchcock, who,
Word was received at Denver and
It was late last evening when Gen- nection with a demand for an appro- tian Turkey for one million American argument.
declared
that
Jerome
"Everything in my power was done Rio Grande headquarters here today
an
the hearings had opposed
throughout
eral Felix Diaz become convinced of priation of $15,000 to be paid to Ocon dollars ; that was the substance of
Stone
Governor
from
Thaw's
counsel,
address' by Dr. Charles Tracy, presithe administration plan. Administra by me before I ordered out, the mili that company B, second regiment, had
the advisability of seeking American "for service rendered to the governdown, wished to "keep Thaw in New tion
of the Anatolyia college, Turkey,
left. Montrose and company G would
dent
supporters thought opposition to tia and declared martial law.
as
went
his
hotel
from
as
He
as
ment."
long the central
protection.
possible,
long
Hampshire
board of commis- even
bank plan would return
American
the
before
"All day yesterday and until late leave Delta this afternoon.
futo the United States consulate and Inovens
other
nolo
the
as the Thaw coke
Jose Bonales Sandoval,
toSenators Reed and O'Gorman to the
Three Hours Hot Fighting.
formed Consul William W. Canada, gitive, was an attorney in Mexico sioners for foreign missions here ses out to burn." Mr. Stone likened Jelast night I labored with both sides
bill.
is holding its
rome to the "hound of the Basker-villes.- Glass
to gel them to agree to surrender
he had received information that his City and an adherent of the late Gen- day. The board
Colo., Oct. 28 After three
Trinidad,
Without Senator Hitchcock's vote,
in connection with the national
Jerome described Thaw as a
life was in peril. He told the consul eral Bernardo Reyes, at one time sec- - sions
their arms peaceably and assured hours hot fighting in the canyons surthe
committee
tied.
be
churches.
would
of
however,
council
Congregational
insane criminal," and
them that I would give tlieni ample rounding the niiMng'properUss-- t
that a number of his adherents had rotary of war, who was shot while
"degenerate
I
endeavored to have
said that Thaw money had attempted
been put in jail.
protection.
Hastings, Berwind and Tobas-co- ,
loading the rebels toward the national
to bribe a grand juror and two jurythem agree to obey the laws and the
a lull in the battle was caused by
General Diaz was accompanied to palace during the attack by Geieral
men at the first trial of Thaw for the
statutes. My propositions were turn- lack of ammunition on the part of the
the consulate by Jose Sandoval and Felix Diaz, in February, this year.
told the opera- strikers and mine guards. One strik
murder of Stanford White.
ed down. Finally,
Cecilio Ocon, who also requested proSandoval was arrested on March 2,
tors and the miners that but one thing er Is known to have been seriously Intection for themselves.
2, In Mexico City, charged with reremained for me to do: That both jured and conflicting reports are reThe American consul at once took bellion, when he came there with
SCHMIDT SAYS
sides must be made to give up their ceived here concerning the fatalities
steps to have the refugees trans- what purported to be an autograph
HE ALONE DID
arms, peaceably, if possible, forcibly, among the mine guards
ferred on board the gunboat Wheeling letter to President Francisco Madero
if necessary.
which was lying In the harbor. The from Major Cuartes Hagedron, of the
Reports have it that none was in- COUNTERFEITING
"The troops will go into the Bcld j,.e,i ttn,i others say that 15 mine
three Mexican fugitives and Alexan- United States army stating that the
and restore order; they will take guards were killed. Because of lack
der Williams, an American newspaper I farer and many followers of Reyes
New York, Oct. 2S. Hans Schmidt,
arms and ammunition away from ev- of wire communication, no accurate
man, were taken to a small boat and In the United States and Cuba, desired
one time priest, and confessed slayer
ery one. The saloons shall be closed. information relative to the mine
hurried on board the American war- lo return to Mexico City and resume
"This program will bo carried out, guards casualties can be bad at- this
jof Anna Auniuller, took full response
ship, where they were given accom- their vocations.
NOTED ANTHROPOLOGIST ASKS DR. if it takes every militiaman in the time.
L. Blum, the American horseman 201 OF THE DEAD HAVE BEEN TAKEN
modations.
state, and even if it. should become.
A report to Win. J. Murray, of the
General Diaz, with Jose Sandoval arrested yesterday in Vera Cruz was
- Ernest Muret, is on trial
SPINDEN FOR INFORMATION AND necessary for me to call upon the fed Victor American Fuel company from
FROM
STAG CANNON NO. 2 UP torand Cecilio Ocon, dropped over a low Itiken Into oustody in August last in
assistance."
eral government for
j maae ine money, i uiu it, biiuui.u
the captain of the guards at Hastings
wall and made their way into one of Mexico City, charged with being
GETS THIS: "HEWETT HAS DONE
THE
REMAINS CF ed Schmidt, rising. Irom the wltnesB
TO TO DAY.
Mobilized in approximately six hours described. the battle. at that niine
the rear rooms of the consulate. Whe
City, charged with being impli
Colorado
Nation
the
commands of
chair.
follows:
UlliE REAL SCIENTIFIC WORK-- HE'S althe Guard
McDERMOTT SHIPPED TO TRINIthey arrived inside the room they ask- cated in a plot to assassinate Pro"It's no person's business why I did
began moving toward the
"Firing at Berwind and Tabasco
ed that Consul William W. Canada be visional President Huerta. The police
lit.
fields
me.
coal
today started at 5 o'clock. We held our poThat is between God and
PUBLICIST AND PROMOTER.', southern Colorado
DAD FOR BURIAL.
called.
Apparently suffering from declared that a fund was being raised
be
will
establishI
where martial law
Muret refused to help me.
bought
sition at the gate all night. When
great excitement they assured him to pay the assassin and alleged that
ed In compliance with proclamation. the Bhooting started we went to
;the whole equipment."
he
when he came that their lives were In Mr. Blum was to be a subscriber. He
Schmidt is soon to be tried on the BQAS TELLS HOW THE
AOjuiant uenera.. jo.m chub m.i.um...-hms on tne soutn Bide f tne camp
imminent danger. They declared they was, however, released later, having RESCUE WORK NOW
ed that he expected the first troop We met a
murder charge. His defense will be
negro at the mouth of the
had knowledge that orders for their denied the charge.
train to leave Denver early this morn canyon who reported that Marshal
insanity.
WAS
RUN
INSTITUTE
arrest had been issued and they begDiaz's Presence Reported.
IS WELL ORGANIZED
"Muret had nothing to do wilh my
ing.
Robson and his men were ambushed
ged for his protection.
murder of Anna Auniuller," continued
Company A, second regiment, Colo- by about 75 strikers. We then took a
Washington, D. C, Oct. 28 GenerIn reply, Consul Canada pointed to al Felix Diaz was
rado National Guard, with Col. W. A.
the former priest. "He never met her.
given asylum in the
position on the hill to the left of the
Oct 28. Govern-!- ,
the water front some 200 yards dis- American consulate at Vera Cruz and
Dawson, N. M
Davis, and regimental
headquarters, search light and did the best we
MORE
THREE
OF
he
OPINIONS
continlaunch
a
men
there,"
tant. "There's
today
left here at 6:"0 today for the coal could to
on the gunboat Wheeling at the direct nient and company
The witness said that in order to
keep off the strikers, who
HEWETT AS SCIENTIST.
said. "You'd better make a run for instructions of the United States gov- ued their search for 62 bodies still
The company proceeded to were entrenched
fields.
conceal from his friend Muret the
at the mouth of the
"Hewett has published too lit- in the Stag Canon Fuel company fact that he was counterfeiting he did N
it " The fugitives hestitated for some ernment, cabled a few
Second
other
where
regiLa
ago
Junta,
by
days
canon to the south.
tie to furnish basis for judgment X' ment
time to make the venture, as the street Secretary Bryan to Consul Canada, in- mine No. 2, where an explosion last much of his work in the vestry of St.
from Holly, Lamar,
companies
"The strikers swarmed over the
as to his scientific ability or his 6
entombed 2S4 men, and Joseph's Catholic church, where he
in front of the American consulate
Fowler, Ordway and La Junta were hills by hundreds. When the firing
structing him to shelter Diaz if his Wednesday
worth as an administrator."
This morn- was a
were
killed.
rescuers
was patrolled by detectives.
to
two
was
mobilized.
planned
If
was
being
endangered.
priest.
personal safety
ceased at Berwind we were compelled
P. R. GODDARD.
When they finally left the door of
move the troop train from La Junta
After Schmidt testified both sides
Rear Admiral Fletcher, in command ing a total of 18!) bodies had been
hill to hill, but it got
"Hewett has done little real
the consulate the detectives on duty of the squadron at Vera Cruz, report- brought to the surface Last night 12;reBte(j an(j COunsel began summing up.
o'clock. The AlclllsOll. to retreat from
alinrtlv afler
scientific work. He Is a publicist VTopeka and Santa Fe Railroad officials so hot that, we could not stay any
apparently did not recognize them ed the presence of Felix Diaz and his bodies were located.
to the town,
and promoter who realizes on the X
Rescuers today had explored all the
and they walked deliberately through party as refugees on the gunboat
tn ivH the train the right longer. We retreated
"
in a hail of bullets. None
efforts of men under him
(Hastings)
that
the street to the pier, where they pre-- ; wiieeliiif? in an official dispatch re east chambers and seventeen of the THEDAVIN CONGRESS'
seemed
!of way and it
probable
of the bunch was injured. The
JOSEPH SPINDEN.
semea a carti irom tunsui tuuuua. tu ceived at the navy department shortly nineteen west chambers.
jthese troops would reach Trinidad by
"Mr.
never
succeedHewett
has
gun was out of commission on
of
of
launch.
General
the
in
command
The
Superintendofficer
Other
the
body
Senate.
j2 o'clock this afternoon.
after 10:30 a. m. The navy depart- ent William
account
of the snow."
in
ed
me
,
he
has
that
sent
was
yeshurried
convincing
McDermott
officer
naval
The American
regiment companies from
ment immediately called on the state
Not in session; meets Thursday.
V a'knowledge of the objects of ar- Marshal Robson and his guards are
them on board, the launch cast off, department to decide what disposition terday for Trinidad, Colorado, for burVictor and Denver were
Delta,
work
continued
committee
Banking
reported sate in Hastings. The camps
chaeological. and, in general, an- - !to join the regiment later.
ial.
steamed quickly across the harbor to is to be made of the fugitives.
on currency reform in executive
thropological research."
Work in the mine continued with
There w.is ennie delav In getting the of Delagua and Hastings were badly
the Wheeling and put them on board.
The gunboat Wheeling, because of
to reports but
demolished
FRANZ BOAS.
The detectives In front of the hotel her light draft, has been held at Vera well organized precision.
troop trains in Denver under way so far as is according
known none of the resi
to
To Prevent Expfbslons.
first
the
will
which
and about the streets still were watch- Cruz with the single purpose of afregiment
carry
House.
were injured.
Berlin, Oct. 2S. An apparatus for
the strike zone. At 10:4.1 this train dents of the camps
ing the place long after daylight.
Met at noon.
fording refuge to political fugitives
Has Pliny Earle Goddard, noted an- istm was m tne yards awaiting the
An attempt by the strikers to ex
Consul William W. Canada, had not as well as officials of the American the prevention of explosions in mines
Representative Hobson proposed a
of the American Museum rlval of the arsenal train from the plode dynamite in Tabasco was a failwas demonstrated today by Professor
Informed the Mexican authorities up
constitutional amendment to prohibit
embassy or other Americans or forure, according to an officer of the
to 9 o'clock this morning, of the- flight eigners who might be in distress. Fritz Haber, director of the institute the manufacture and sale of alcohol of Natural History, New York, everstate rine ralipe near Golden.
t
of Mr. Edgar Lee Hewett,
(;pneral Chase was to leave with Colorado Fuel and Iron company.
of General Diaz during the night nor The Wheeling was chosen for that or physical chemistry, in the presence in the United States.
times reported as a world famed arena- (nn first train carrying Denver com-- i
of Emperor William.
had the authorities ordered the re
The bomb was rolled down a steep
particular purpose because she was
Representative Gillet proposed a eoiogist ana ltsiea in wnos wno in!panie8
B a,i t, infantry;
troops lnc(l)e toward the camp but exploded
The demonstration was the feature
moval of the detectives, who remained able to approach the shore at Vera
to
constitutional
amendment
prohibit America
)
as author
r
C and D cavalry, and batteries A ,,f0re reaching the bottom of the hill.
guarding the deserted rooms of the Cruz whereas tTie big battleships un- of the annual meeting of the Emper-io- polygamy,
numerous papers on American Arcn-:anWilliam Scientific Foundation.
hotel.
The two children of J. A. Wootten,
light artillery.
der Rear Admiral Fletcher's command
m.
without
Adjourned at 12:40 p.
aeiogy, Antnropoiogy, sociology anu
Other companies of the first regi- - a machinist at. Tabasco were wound- Haber's apparatus combines the
The action of the American consul have been obliged to anchor six miles
to noon Wednesday.
Education?
,,
merit or
irom mii, u
In assisting General Diaz in his flight out. Officials here say there Is no principles of the Davy electric lamps. quorum
one m the am Rnd the other ,
Can it be possible that Dr. Hewett Windsor, inraiury
Fort Collins. Dnrango. Brush,
held in the govbeen
It
has
had received the prior approval of the
already
a
of
the
of
whatever
accoruir,g to a report received
right
an
is
question
archaeoas
shakes
small
were
really
in
and
Fort Morgan
ADDRESSES
Longmont
scientists
ROOSEVELT
..government at Washington.
onj
wM
naval commander to extend asylum to ernment mines. Many
as
the
Herald
Estancia
at
logist,
recently
into
move
UNIVERSITY
the
STUDENTS.
"'?,
have been endeavoring to
join the regiment
Consul Canada signalled to the such a
, h
,,,
fugitive as Diaz, as there have Germany
remarked?
coal camps.
Wheeling for a boat to be sent ashore been many precedents to support such vent such an apparatus since the ema Hastings
fnt S Than. Is it perhaps a mistake to have Hew- - Telephone advices from Sheriff J. S. A"K"s Alexander,
after Diaz made his way Into the con- action.
peror, in October last year, suggested
wei--earound
the
a
Southwest
as
chasing
a'heartv
to the governor's guard, was Kinea during me ngni uns
sulate building. General Diaz and his
at
Grisliam
dore
idea.
the
Roosevelt
received
Trinidad,
Would Grant Request.
and head of the office this morning state that a large morning.
Professor Haber has named tne ap- fiomo when be arrived here todav bv GREAT scientist
companions, once on board the WheelThe reported appeal of the French
of American Archaeology at!force of Greek strikers started at (i
Alexander and four companions
soon
recovered
their
ing,
composure, minister in Mexico City to Charge paratus "the fire damp whistle."
special train from Rio Janeiro.' He ?ctol
a
lo'clock this morning for the coal were crossing the divide between Hashut this morning reiterated their be-- rVShaiicrhiiucuir fr.i- - un AmpHpnn War-In consists of a pair of whistles, one was accompanied by Mrs. Roosevelt
In reply to a telegram sent Profes.,mnR nt Tnhnseo Berwind. Hastings tings and Berwind when they met a
lief that they were to have been shot)8Uip tQ
with normal air and the and the others of his party, and was
protect tue Frencn colony atH supplied
they party of twelve strikers wearing
with mine air and it gives an received at the station by a repre sor Goddard by the New Mexican ask- jand Delagua, announcing that
other
1,
C
today.
I
ri
nuu
irauucu
ing him what he thinks of Hewett as woid attempt to take the camp and if white bands on their arms. When
Evaristo and Daniel Madero, rela- ohii jguatuo, oinuiua,but if uui
unmistakable
when
screech
the sentative of the president
reBuch
a
today,
yards distant, the
tives of the late president, who were Washington
After presentations Colonel Roose- - !a scientst. the following message has 'successful, would hold them against about seventy-livhas been made It probably will danger point in the mine atmosphere
state troops.
strikers turned aud opened fire. Alex
arrested at Monterey for complicity in quest
is
jthe
lu
jwii,uim,e
approaching.
rinwa
is
K
piui;eeueu
be anted. The cruiser Maryland,
Postal
Cables,
A company guard had been killed ander fell dead at the
first volley.
h plot to hand over the city to the due
ace, where a reception was attended
today at Mazatlan, Sinaloa. The
New York City, X. Y. iat Hastings, according to reports re- - The other four guards made their way
rebels and brought by way of Tam-pic- cruiser
and
of
the
municipal
government
!by
.
.
.
,
PRISONER
CONFESSES
California is at Guaymas with
Oct. 27, 1913.
icetveo at operator s neanquarters nere to Hastings where a report was sent,
to this city, have arrived here on the
TO DALLAS MURDER, ficers and many prominent residents. Editor New Mexican:
Glade'r"arid the cruisfin's morn inir. The same nd to the local office of the Victor Ameria Mexican gunboat and have been er supply ship leaves San Francisco
of the United
The
Pittsburgh
were can Fuel company. The body of AlexHAS PUBLISHED TOO vices stated that the strikers
HEWETT
crow-dwas
cheered
the
States
by
lodged in the prison of San Juan.
28.
Louisville, Ky., Oct.
for the Mexican Pacific coast SaturSuperinTO FURNISH BASIS FOR using dynamite although with what
LITTLE
ander is still lying on the top of the
Rear Admiral Fletcher this afterand
he
the
when
drove
through
city,
tendent Peyton of the .TefferBonville,
AS TO HIS SCIENTIFIC feet was not stated.
hill and the posse of deputies has
noon decided to transfer General Diaz day.
If news of the distress of the French Ind., reformatory, gave out a state later visited the museum aud other ABILITY OR HIS WORTH AS Al
While the ordering of stale troops gone out to bring If into camp.
from the Wheeling to one of the
at San Ignacio reaches any of ment here today that Meade Barr, public buildings.
colony
YOUR OWN CITI :lnto the southern Colorado coal fields,
The
of Alexander was recoverlarger American war vessels, probably these vessels, asylum will be offered who was a prisoner, had confessed to mis evening t:oionei Kooseveir M1NISTRATOR.
'following the failure of Governor E. A. ed at 2body
ZENS ARB BETTER JUDGES.
the cruiser Tacoma.
o'clock. Guards declare that
to any refugees without the formality the murder of Florence Brown in a spoke before the government univerDOCTOR HERBERT .1. SPINDEN Amnions' efforts to arrange a settleGeneral Gustavo Maas, commander! of a
Dallas, Texas, office building last sity on "Character and Civilization." COMMENTS AS FOLLOWS: "HEW- - nient, an additional reason for this ac- - his rifle and ammunition had been
request from the French
of the federal troops at Vera Cruz
taken and his pockets rifled.
July.
IETT HAS DONE LITTLE REAL tion was found today in the list of
appeared today to be amused more
The policy of the United States in
Major Peyton said the officials were BANKERS DISCUSS NEW
- casualties
A
PUBand
that
IS
WORK.
HE
SCIENTIFIC
property
damage
than provoked by the action of Genhas been to guard veryinot satisfied as to his mental respon- INCOME TAX LAW ILICIST
of the strike. DO CHARGES AGAINST
AND
PROMOTER WHO have marked the
eral Felix Dias, in taking refuge last (recent years
of the right of sibility.
the
extension
TAMMANY WARRANT ACTION?
jealously
REALIZES ON THE EFFORTS OF jThese strike incidents were
night on board the Wheeling. The asylum and its efforts have been gen28.of THE MEN UNDER HIM.
Chicago, 111., Oct.
HE DE-'etoday as follows:
federal commander insists that he has
directed toward greatly restrict- SCORES INJURED WHEN
New York, Oct. 28. Whether John
the income tax law, which will be- serves A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF
Battles and skirmishes. 18.
no orders for the arrest of General erally
such rights. At one time it was
GRAND STAND COLLAPSES come operative Friday and the effect OBLIQUE CREDIT, HOWEVER. FOR
A. Hennesy's charges against TamKilled, 2S.
maz ana tnat ne nas no orders to ing
of the proposed currency legislation JTHE WORK OF MORLEY AND HAR-- j Wounded and injured, 41.
proposed to secure an international
many warrant an investigation was
protest against the action of the
Personal assaults, 6.
Denver, Oct. 28. A special to the and the tariff measure recently enact- - RlNGTOX."
the question before the district atabrogating the right of asyUnited States in affording asylum to agreement
lum to political refugees, but that Daily News from Tulsa, Okla., states ed was begun here today by bankers
Buildings and bridges wrecked or torneys today. Hennessy was asked
(Signed) P. E. GODDARD.
Diaz. General Maas says that Diaz movement
did not suceed. The latest that scores of spectators were injured and bond dealers from every section
to confer with one of District AttorIt would seem from the above that damaged by dynamite, 11.
might come ashore now without mo- position of the government as now
today when a section of the grand of the United States at the opening Professor Goddard at the great AmeriProperty loss (estimated), $50,000. ney Whitman's assistants, in response
lestation.
General Maas says that applied to the situation at Vera Cruz stand
Loss in wages (estimated), $2,500,-ooo- . to a subpoena aud it was suggested
occupied by 600 persons collaps- session of the annual convention of can Museum of Natural History,
Diaz should hare been "courteous
ed. The attraction was the
Investment Bankers Association
the
that John Doe proceedings might
to
informe the war department
enough
baseball game.
(Continued on Page Four.)
of America
Adjutant General Chase and all the
(Continued on page 8).

U.

S. GUNBOAT WHEELING

'

HE

Plymouth, Mass., Oct. 28. Mrs.
Jennie May Eaton, returned to the
witness slant this morning for another day of
The defense rested at 2:30 p. m.
The
gradually
brought Mrs. Eaton's story to the
week of her husband's death. On
Wednesday, March 5, two days before
the admiral died, Mrs. Eaton went to
the Medford home of her daughter,
June Keyes and at the same time Mrs.
Keyes visited the Eaton home at
sinippi. June returned to Medford
while her mother was there.
The illness and death of the admiral were described by Mrs. Eaton, who
contradicted portions of the testimony
of her daughter, Dorothy. District At
to
torney Barker tried repeatedly
make Mrs. Eaton remember having
ordered Dorothy to retire early on the
two nights before Admiral Eaton
said she
died. Mrs. Eaton finally
miirlit linv-done so
"Hut I don't admit it," she added.
Mrs. Eaton denied having written
the document found by State Olllcer
John H. Scott in a typewriter at the
Eaton home soon after the admiral's
death, which purported to be her will.
She concluded her testimony ut
noon, after having been on the stand
fifteen hours, nine hours of which was
spent in

j
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THE

IS YOUR LAXATIVE

Best Liver and Bowel Cleanser and
Stomach Regulator In the World
Work While You Sleep.

First In

COMMON SOLDIER

RASH COVERED FACE

HAS NO RIGHTS

OCTOBER

28, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
$3.50
cwt.

....
'.....$

IT

cent box.
PRIVATE GEORGE IS JAILED FOR WRITING
Put aside just once the Salts,
Affected by Poison Oak, Itched UnCOMPLAINTS OF SUPERIOR OFFICERS
Pills, Castor Oil or Purgative Waters
til. Nearly Crazy, Had to Walk
THE
CONTENTS
NO ONE CAN KNOW
which merely force a passageway
Floor At Night. Cuticura Soap
through the bowels ( but do not thor
OF THE LETTER.
and Ointment Cured.
oughly cleanse, freshen and purify
these drainage organs, and have no ef
" Traveling t hrough he
t't ct whatever upon the liver and stomOre.
Orydi-n- ,
(By Gilson Gardner,)
ono day I was looking at and handling
ach.
Washington, U. C, Oct. 2S- .- The woods
Keep your "insldes" pure anu fresh common soldier in the t'uited States a little vino. When 1 nut borne I felt an
and burning and tho
with Cascarets,
which thoroughly army has no rights. When he enlists
first thing I knew my face
cleanse the Btomach, remove the undi he gives up the guarantees of the con- wan ali swollen up.
Tuo
gested, sour food and foul gases, take stitution, the protection of jury trial,
poison oak alTectffd my faeo,
the excess bile from the liver and and even his rights to petition for a
liandH, arms and cliost and
It disflKUrod nie very much.
carry out of the system all the con- redress of grievances. He may be un-face- and neck were broken
in
My
stipated waste matter and poisons
justly charged, secretly tried and
out and ilohed until I was
the bowels.
cruelly punished and he has no
nearly crazy. I had to walk
A Cascaret tonight will make you
tho floor at night and lost
remedy.
feel great by morning. They work
This is well illustrated by the ease much shi p and work also. My fan-- , neck
while you sleep never gripe, sicken, of Private Clarence L. George, form:md chest were covered with a heavy rnsli.
and cost only 10 cents a box from erly a private in the signal corps, who I could not allow- clothing of any kind ti
your druggist. Millions of men and is now serving a term of one year at much the affected parts.
would
and
"I was told that
v.onien lake a Cascaret now and then Lard labor in the military prison at
relieve me but I Rot no relief. I used oilier
And never have Headache, Bilious- Fort
Leavenworth, Kan., having been remedies without success. It got to such a
ness, Coated Tongue, Indigestion, Souf dishonorably discharged from the j .taw that If I hadn't gotten relief soon I
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cas army with the forfeiture of all pay v.juld certainly havo lost my min-JMy
her happened to have a cake of Cuticura
carets belong in every household
jand allowances.
box of Cuticura Olutmcnt In the
a
and
fcoap
Children just love to take them,
This was the culmination of a ca-- j house and I washed with the Cuticura Hoay
reer in the army which began with an freely and then applied tho Cuticura
enlistment in 1!05, and which was
I got relief at the first application and
VARIOUS NOTES
then I slept like a child. In throo weeks
marked at the end of his first
I was perfectly cured." (Signed) E. II.
AROUND DEMING
by honorable discharge with ofDeGrasse, Mar. 28, 1(113.
ficial notation of "character
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura OintOct. 2S. Deming lent;" and at the end of his second enDeming, X. M
ment (50c.) are sold throughout tho world.
has been sigmilly honored by the listment with "character good.'1
A single set is often sufficient when all elso
Grand Masonic body of Xew Mexico, sence without leave is the only offense has failed. Liberal sample of each mailed
at Santa Ke, by electing one of her in his record prior to the court mar- free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dopt. T, Boston."
prominent Masons, Mr. A. V, Pollard, tial which sent him to prison.
49"Mcn who shave and shampoo with Cuto the following offices In the several
Private George's offense consisted in ticura Soap will flmlit best for skin and scalp.
bodies.
Generalissimo
Grand
grand
writing a letter to Secretary to the
in the Knights
Templar, Deputy President Joseph P. Tumulty, making
In
the
Grand
Grand High Priest
Chapcomplaint of the treatment he has re- mind to have written direct to the
iter, and Senior Grand Warden In th? ceived and making charges against his president's secretary. He concluded
M.
A.
Grand Lodge, A. F. &
Deming superior officers, and asking for a re- his letter by saying 'do you expect
j is one of the prominent lodge centers
dress of griveances. For this "crime" anything favorable to me through pa- lot New Mexico,
he now wears prison stripes, has his prs which are being returned. Was
One of the really delightful places pay confiscated and is dishonorably through the third degree and
in Deming is the home or Mrs. H.
he can never vote again, pate everything possible will be done
jCianville Gush, wife of the manager his citizenship is taken from him and to ruin me." Private George's expec-h- t
tof the Deming Lumber company, and
Is branded as a "criminal."
lationB were evidently reailzed,
former president of the New Mexico
What George charged in his letter
& Arizona Lumbermen's
association. to Tnmultv thp war dennrtmenr. re-She raises every kind of flowers that fuses to disclose. Also it is unknown SHOOTS NIAGARA
grow In the temperate zone, including whether the charges were true or
FOR MOVIE FILM
luxuriant American Beauty roses. She false. Your correspondent
has enalso has a screened bird park in which deavored to secure the facts in this
Niagara Falls, N. Y Oct 2S.
are many species of beautiful feather-- ! case from Secretary Tumulty and
Caught in the outer swirl of the whirled tribes. Her yard is likewise deco' from the
of
war
the
adjutant general
rated with artificial pools containing department. After an exchange of pool, clinging to his overturned motor
several varieties of gold fish, and the numerous letters beginning Septem boat, Peter W. Langaard, a Dane, 28
scene is altogether one of great her IS and extending up to the pres- years old, of 267 Concord street Deto
troit, who went into the
beauty.
ent time, the result is a definite re furnish a thriller for the rapids
"movies,"
filed
who
have
The several people
fusal on the part of Adjutant General came out a much chastened man af
upon claims in the newly discovered George Andrews to make public tho ter he had
furnished considerably
tin mining district have just discover-- l facts.
more of a thriller than he had bargain
ed that the rock is very rich In manIn his letter refusing to give this ed for.
ganese. The samples submitted for information to the
public, the adIagaard's home is in Copenhagen,
show
up
nearly
assaying
'
jutant general does so on the ground but has had Detroit temporarily wishmanganese. A good many people have that he does not want the facts pub- ed on him. He
requested permission
become Interested in the project as it lished.
Alluding to the records in the from the American authorities to do
lies very close to the Santa Fe railcase, he says: "It is not the practice his stunt, but was refused any assistroad and the shipping would be a mat- Gi' the war
to furnish ance. Then he went over to Canada
department
In
it
case
ter of very small expense.
of them (the testimony taken where they received him with open
copies
on
erect
a
to
smelter
is decided not
In court and papers filed as exhibits arms, and he put his boat into the watthe ground.,
i.
especially as indicated in your case er below the falls at the head of the
The death of Jack Forrest, a well for the purpose of publishing them or Rapids.
known automobile driver, is looked pny part of them In the public press."
The boat is 15 feet long and is equip
r
uppon by the Deming autoists as a
General Andrews was told frankly ped with a 14
engine. It
most unfortunate accident. Mr. For- the purpose of the request, which as was staunchly built and would have
rest was in particular good spirits stated in a letter to him of October negotiated the trip through the rapids
when he arrived here Thursday even- 13, as follows:
"I am asking for the with ease had not the propeller be
ing and departed for Phoenix the fol- rest of the information particularly came jammed with a piece of driftmalowing morning. His big Stutz
u copy of the letter written by Private wood. Helpless Langaard drifted to
chine is regarded as one of the best George to Secretary Tumulty, and a the edge of the whirlpool, where the
racers that ever came through the copy of the evidence taken in the little craft was caught in the swirl
town, and the racing devotes here case in order that the readers of our and overturned.
have been figuring on his as being the papers, numbering several million,
Langaard clung to the keel as the
winning car. A large number of the may be correctly informed as to hap- boat dizzily whirled around and around'
coming racers are passing through penings of this character in the army. fortunately keeping clear of the vorDeming from day to day, and the The army is a part of the public ser- tex. Word was sent to Niagar Falls,
'checkers at this point have decided to vice and is supported by taxpayers Ontario and the Fire Department re
send them west on Pine street from and it is something In which they sponded. For two hours extension
the Deming National bank corner, have a keen and legitimate interest." ladders were pushed. Finally the lad
turning on to the Borderland nine or
This was in answer to a letter from ders intercepted the speeding boat, but
ten blocks up Pine street. A great in- General Andrews expressing himself so precariously that Langaard did not
terest Is manifested here in the com- as "willing to comply with a request dare move else it might be dislodged.
ing race, and every precaution will be ouch as the one made by you provided
Shortly before S o'clock Fred
made that no accident may befall the that some useful purpose is to be servof Niagara Falls, Ontaria, volun
racers or the many spectators at this ed by the expenditure of time and teered to swim out with a life line
point.
labor required, which in this partic attached to his waist.
Langaard by
H. Mest, E. G. Gast, C. L. Helm, ular case would be considerable. If this' time was exhausted and lay still
John Oden and J. S. Rider, of Sterl- therefore, you will advise this depart on the bottom of the boat, which bobing, Kan.; J. W, Gardner, E. A. Nor ment as to what object you have in bed around the edge of the whirlpool
ton, of Los Angeles; M. M. Strickler, mind your request and what ultimate like a cork.
The crowd, then number nearly
of Riverside, Calif.; Chas. Johnson, ot purpose you wish to serve by the use
Denver, Colo.; Albert F. Quickboener, of the information and transcript 1,000, cheered when Preston struck
of Milledgeville, III., and Harry Mess, which you seek, your request will re out for the rescue. Half way out his
of Elizabeth, 111., are investigating the ceive further consideration with a lifeline became entangled In driftwood
view to compliance therewith If a due and he was compelled to return to
Mimbres valley today.
shore. On the second attempt he
regard to the public interests will
Mrs. Martha Allerd leaves for
reached the side of the boat. He was
Kan., to visit her sons,
When the general learned that the afraid to climb onto the craft, which
A. L. Morris, for many years an
"cbject in mind" was to tell the facts then was half filled with water. Cling-Railroad
Fe
Santa
of
the
employe
to the public, he decided that the pub- ing to the side of the boat he called
company has been transferred to the lic ought not to know about the evi out to the rescuers on shore to pull.
move
soon
will
Pacific division, and
The swinging of the boat around
dence on which this young man was
his family to the coast country.
the whirlpool made the task of putting
convicted.
In reply to an earlier letter the de pressure on the line at the right moTHREE INCHES OF SNOW
partment sent a copy of its charges ment most difficult. A pull at the
BREAKS 50 YEARS RECORD.
against Private George and of the wrong time would have torn Preston
findings of the court martial against away or overturned the boat. The
line also
Bartlesville, Okla., Oct. 27. Three him, but no copy of his defense, or of length of the
inches of snow, the heaviest in 50 tho letter on which was based the ac- added to the difficulty of the rescue.
years this early in the season, fell tion against him. This, of course, was
last night and early today. The tem- a purely
affair and as calperature dropped from SO to 29 de- culated to give no possible informaOwes His Life to
grees within a few hours, the result- tion as to the merits of the case.
ant freeze ruining late cropB of forThe sentence on its face is cruelly
This Lung Remedy
age An inch of snow blown before disproportionate to the offense. AsIf you neglect a continued cough or
a fierce wind fell over most of west- suming for the moment that George is cold
.von ore In constant dsi tiger of easily
ern Oklahoma.
contracting serious Lung Trouble, The
guilty of an infraction of military discough or cold which does not yield to orcipline in criticising anybody over his dinaryandtreatment should he a warning to
preventive measures should le
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucai head, to sentence a man to jail at hard you
taken as soon as possible.
In many
ss.
county,
labor for a year with a forfeiture of cases 1'k man's Alterative, a remedy for
Throat
and
has
Lung
Troubles,
brought
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he pay and allowances and dishonorable
permanent recovery. Head this:
Catherine Ave. and Ascot Flare.
Is senior partne.- of Xte firm of F. J. discharge after he has honorably servytHfiid Court, h. I.. N. Y.
"Gentlemen: In the year 11k w I was
Cheney & Co., doing business in the ed two full enlistments and part of a
taken with a heavy cold and a nasty
County and State third in the most technical branch of abort
City of Toledr
1 went to several
cough.
doctors,
who gHve me a lot of medicine. Finally,
aforesaid, and iliat said firm will pa; the army work that of the signal
I went to a siteehilhu, who gave me creothe sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL corps is on its face unjust. It is unsote that made iu Nick of all kinds of
food; consequently I failed in. health. I
LARS for each and every case of Ca derstood that George is a telegrapher
went to the CntsktlU. and seemed
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use and went into the army to carry on then
to get better, but the cuugb Htill kept up.
I stayed there for one year, and tbeu
this kind of work.
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
went to a farm near Jersey Citv, a very
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Private George was convicted under
Pick mau. About the time'of my return,
my brother reconuneuded Kckman'a AlterSworn to before me and sub'tbed the C2nd article of the war of "conative to nie very ulghlv.
It is now
Deot
duct to the prejudice of good order
In my presence, this 6th day
nearly two years sinceI I first took it. I
now well, and
dure sav that I
and military discipline." Under this am
cember, A. D. 1SSC.
would have been burled long ago if it
A. W. GLEASON,
article a man can be condemned for had not been for Eckmau's Alterative."
(Seal.)
(AffidnvIO. JOSEPH J. TUOESCHKK.
Notary Public.
having red hair. It would simply be
(Above abbreviated; more oit request.)
Kckman's Alterative has been proven by
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- left to the court martial always comptest to be nmut efficacious
many
year'Throat
commissioned officers and fur severe
and Lung Affections,
ally and acts directly upon the blood osed-of
Bronchitis. Hronchiul Asthma. Stubborn
and mucous surfaces of the system. never of privates to decide whether
Colds and in upbuilding
the system.
or not red halt; is "prejudical to good Contains no uamitica, poisons
or
Send for testimonials, free.
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
V J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
order and military discipline." Parts of recoveries,
and write to Eekiuan
of George's letter are available and Laboratory, Philadelphia, Fa., for eviSold by all Druggists, 75c.
dence. For sale by all leading druggist
frrm thorn ft onnoarfl that ha miint
Take Hall's Family Pills tor
ook fnarmacy in oania re.
have been in a desperate frame of
Get a

New Cranberries!

3

CENT "CASCARET8"

TUESDAY,

Meat,

Oyster Shells,
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

10

.

.

GORMLEY'S

)

ffl

QC

"

lb.

"

$ .03

.

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran. Oats and Alfalfa,

per

$2.50 "
.05 "

"

fl
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GENERAL STORE

law.

iPiicasriEs
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I WINTER
H

GROCERY CO.

PHONE 40.

rj

j

IGH

-

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

AND
wOai
SWASTIKA LUMP

i

i

J

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD

CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Rauroad Depot

enlist-Jr.irn-

t

POWER

j

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'JbtislfomTfifihe

Souitiwesf.

Ranked a "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Peco
V alley.S,700 feet above sea level,
iirashine every flay. Opes air
work throughout the entire sesConditions tor physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEA L such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern m every respect,
aegents

E. A. CAHOOtf, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
r Par particulars and Illustrated catague, address,

l

1

:

COL. J AS. W. W1LLS0N,

Supt.

j

N

'

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

j
j

j

,

IS QUITE

OTHINQ

j

j

ODS,

mod-hom-

Olnt-nio-

RETAIL

CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
e
be amazed at the radiance of the
crn
and why all this light? To
make the borne more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
N

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

horse-powe-

& RIO GRANDE

DENVER

THE

RAILROAD

CO.53

& SOUTHERN

ST. LOUIS. IRON MOUNTAIN
(WESTERN

CO.

CO.

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

PAqfOAILWAYJO.;!;

SHORTEST LINE TO

DUVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
POINTS

FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
n
Mountain.
Louis over the
high-cla-

ss

Missouri-Pacific-Iro-

and Pacific Coast
n
Denver '& Rio
Pacific Rail way-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
To Salt Lake City

THROUGH LINE Points
Gorge-Feath-

er

FOR INFORMATION

I

Grande-Wester-

ETC., CALL ON,

AS TO RATES,

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N M.

L. A. HUGHES,

C.

President.

L. POLLARD,

R.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS FraE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

Jt Your Business Solicited.'
Phone 100 and )5 W.

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Day or Night

66-6-

Next

ASK FOR

Door

TICKETS-S-

Phone,

130 Main.

to Postoffice.

YOUR FREIGHT

HIP

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

1

water-soake-

East

The

Best
Route

one-side- d

Lumber and Transfer Co.

Telephone 9 W

g

HHorWest

kpr

For Rates and Full Information, Address
EUGENE

IIf J

FOX,

G. F. &

M
M

I
H
1

Aft,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
.Looal AgeatB lor

Slolxtratcke

Yj

P.

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
Desk Unit with lew ot
many Book Units a daiftd.
The only perfect combination
dcskaadbookcaseevcemadc
Roomy, convenient, attrc- ttve. We want to now yon

A

to advantage aod foot- bilitk. Ci 11, write or noonr

El

Paso, Texas.
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The Man Who Put the
E E s In F E E T
Pic
Look for This
litre oq the Label when buying-

S. Millington, of Herkimer, N.. Y. Mr.
WITH
Vogel furnished a bond of $tiO(i,oW.

The AntisenHc Powder for Ten.
der. Aching Feet. Sold every- where. Sc. Sample I;KFI. Address,
ALLEN S. OLMSTED, Lc Roy. N. Y.

SHE DANCES (N
DIAPHANOUS ROBE
Oct.

Washington,

28.

No

OF CAGED

FIENDISH BLACKMAILER

Trade-Mar-

ALLEN'S FOOTEASE

MILLIONS

BACTERIA

THREATENS

AS

WEAPONS,

A

WEALTHY WOMEN

WITH AWFUL DEATHS BT DISEASE.

ASP

ihow cold the weather gets Mrs. Chris- ASSISTANT TREASURER OF
'lian Hemiek, Washington society lead-- j
U. S. INDUCTED INTO OFFICE.
er, will continue to take her "health;
D.
27.
.Martin
C, Oct.
Washington,
roof garden j
dances" in the open-ai- r
Vogel, who recently was appointed as nt hcv U nshhieton home during the
sistant treasurer of the 1'niled States winter.
W hile
in this city, formally was inducted in- going through these dunces
to office today, his acceptance of the j Mrs llemmick wears the most dia- '
Greek robes, with sandals on
been hastened

Oct. 22nd, to Nov, 1st.
ROUND

$34.85

TRIP FARE FROM SANTA FE

DATES OF SALE,
Oct. (9, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28

Return Limit, Nov. 5th,
H.

-

S. LUTZ, AGT.,

SANTA

1913.

FE,

N.'J

CRT tnSE"

lllliru

lie

t'nnl'liu

v
'!ii!r!r(1i'M

UncAf

Montezuma.

m

W. ftnhertx, Albuquerque.
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
.Mux I: islfin, Albuquerque,
.1.

:a,ii.-slIOotilyItld.-L-

fkll
Olif!

Its President.

tiest:

EDWAIill If. OAKLEY.
Its Secretary,
Affidavit.
el x,.w- - Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
On this i'MIi day of June,
A. IJ.,
DILI, before nie appeared N. B. Stem,
president, and Edward If. Oakfey, sec- ,
rotary, of the STKItN HAGEll I AND
& LIVESTOCK
each to
COMPANY,
me personally known, who being by
me severally and duly sworn, each for
himself, and not one for the other,
jdid say that N. B. Stern is such pres-o- f
jiilent and Edward H. Oakley is such
s
secretary, respectively, of said
poralion, mentioned in and which
(nited the foregoing certificate, and
that the seal aflixed to said instru-tt.ste- .
iinent is the corporate seal of said

I.. Niisbauni. City.
Kred A. West, St. Louis.
S. V. ICdinonds, Denver.
K. K.
I'l'ettynian, Denver.
W. M. Murphy. St. Louis.
George W. Cantwell. Alamosa.
.1.

I'..

uilliuul

Si.-ii-

Philip llonislein, Enid. Okla.
Guy Tucker, Little Hock, Ark.
.1. l'oi'naleer. Vow York.

tliii
.,,.,1

flu', bliiuetf
tl.OSS." 1"'

LAND & LIVE
STOCK COMPANY
liy NATHAN 11. STERN.

iCnrporate Seali

noil. Salt Lake.
Wiliiam AlcKeun, Taos.
K.
John
Ilrown, I'lainview. Texas.
11.
A. Wofford, I'lainview. Texas.
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LARCEST VARIETY

FINEST QUALITY

matter

position having
by the phanoiis
recent death of his predecessor, Chas. her bare feet. She depends ennreiv
circulation of
upon the stimulated
blood to keep her warm.
Mrs. Henimick, who is the leader in
all things artistic in Washington so
DRY FARMING
ciety, has many apostles, who also are
dancusing or having fitted up open-ai- r
CONGRESS
ing pavilions. Mrs. Hemmiek and her
cult scorn to dance the tango and modern dunces, but take their poses from
OKLAHOMA,
TULSA,
Persians and ancient Greeks.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Whmemore's

ni!j-

Henry A. Johnston, a business man
L'Anse, Mich., writes: "Kor years,
l..
("Jl' WllllT"(ir.ll,Mii,lfarniiv:lliH:iliii,-,....Foley's Honey and Tar Compound fcr
inc.
ly 'leaas imil whitens l,rtj canvas
and colds has been
family
'Mmr deans and niiltcns BUCK. MlBI'lK.
S'JEUf' and CANVAS SHOW.
In r.nu
lulu eakra
We give it to our childrei-ii xinc Imx,, wtiii
pactu-In
inc.
ei,i,nj,'p,
it
on
who
of
like
account
its
pleasant
large aluminum ImxeB, wi!fmpii,e, i;.",.'.
If
iH (li..',l. r
Dt k(H.p lac kind v.ni ivunt. s, n,l ub
It is a safe cure for coughs and
IIh iifici' in Mjntip
l.,r lull hif
'linrrh .;tiil.
It
contains no opiates. The Iporation; and thai said instrument
WHtTTEMORE BROS. & CO..
cmbridBe, Man. Capital Pharmacv.
was signed and sealed in behalf of said
7 Irf ,vllN,,ny
unit .urtitt ATainiltii tuts
A'i v Polnhsi i tli- H'xirf.
(corporation by authority of Its board of
directors and with the assent of at
CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT.
in red, leaped out at her and she rein interest of stock-- i
least
membered the white flakes that had
holders of said corporation, having
of New .Mexico,
;Slale
to
sifted
the tloor:
powers as their voluntary act and
Ollice Slate Corporation Coniniission.
ideed and as the voluntary act and deed
"lly opening this letter yon have liberated 2.0ue,iMM! healthy tiucllli prop.
iof said corporation.
Certificate of Comparison.
lagated by myself:
I'nited States of America.
And affiants further say. that tun
"Without doubt you are infected by
assent hereto appended is signed by at
State of New Mexico ss.
this time!
It. Is Hereby Certilied, that the. an- least
in interest
ot the
Hut do not become
excited. mv neved ts i full true hiiiI rmmilete stockholders of said cornoration hav.
voting powers, either in person or
prophylactic will destroy any number transcript of the Certificate of Amend-j"'of the germs of this disease in the 'ment to Certificate of Incorporation of by their severally duly constituted
thereunto
Stern-- ! Inner Land and
"Live Stock proxies or attorneys-in-fact- ,
body if used before the ninth dnv!"
Theu followed the attempt at extor-- j Company, changing name to Stern duly luthorized in writing.
NATHAN 13. STERN",
H
tion. To lie cured of this dread
Live Stock Company (No.
President.
ease to buy the secret serum that
with the endorsements thereon,
EDWARD H. OAKLEY,
would save her she must deposit us same appears on lile and of record
$2.".i)0 in a certain cranny in the Grant 'in the office of the State Corporation
Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
monument in Chicago's famous Lin- - 'Commission.
u:l
J"ne. a. u.
coin park!
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair- :lu,s
JOHN W. MAYES
This diabolic blackmail scheme,
and Clerk of said Commission
,
.Notary i'udiio.
was claimed to have hereunto set their- hands and
que in
in the interest of science and
the seal of said Commission, at (Notarial Seali
My commission expires July 17th,
inanity. Mrs. Steele was threatened the City of Santa Fe, on this Thir-with death that she might save from teenth day of September, A. 1. 19K!.
death with her $2300 contribution
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
thousands of plague victims!
Chairman Stockholder's Assent to Change In
Attest:
r
Name of the
Land and
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk,
Instead of contributing, in the odd
Live Stock Company.
way specified in the; letter, she notifi-- ' (SEAL)
We. the subscribers, having at least
ed the police.
Now it has come out
stock
jn interest, of the
that Mrs. Julian Rosenwald, and per- Certificate of Change of Name of
r
Land &
holders of the
haps a score of other wealthy women
r
Land & Live Stock Live Stock
Company, have, at a meethave received similar harrowing letCompany.
ing regularly called for the purpose,
ters. Mrs. Rosenwald received her
Land & Live voted in favor of changing the name of
The
letter a month ago and has felt no ill
Stock Company, a corporation of New said corporation to the STERN LAND
effects.
Mexico, does hereby certify, that it AND LIVE- STOCK COMPANY, and
Bui samples of the sticky substance has
changed its name to the STERN Jdo now, pursuant to the statute,
contained in the letter to Mrs. Steele
LIVE STOCK COM PAN Y, by give our written assent to said
are alleged actually to have shown
and that the said change has been
the presence of live and fatal bacilli! 'clared
fn Witness Whereof, we have here-- !
by resolution of the Board of
So the victims of the bacteria-blacDirectors of said corporation to be ad- junto set our hands and seals this 28th
mailers are very uneasy.
of June, A. D. 19U!.
Ivisabte and has been duly and regu-idaGeneral James E. Stuart, head Ot;livIv nKpntprl In liv ti vole, of woNo.
ine uicago postal inspectors, is not i,,i,.,Is j itP,.f,st nf the stockholders
of shares
on the trail of the man who wrote !i,.,,,i0 viinrr
fi7
at a meeting Nathan B. Stern, tSeali
powers,
ine letters, is ne going to mid a great duly called by the Board of Directors j, Ernest Stern (Seal)
6"
with
the
scientist,
morality of a mur for that purpose, and the written as(By Nathan H. Stern, his attorney
a
or
humble medical L..t r
derer,
just
ut,w.i,i,i,ioro ia hurphv
In fact, i
student, with only part of an educa- - (appended; and that the registered
t
(Edward H. Oakley (Seal)
but with an Ingenious imauinar.t iho Uoi,i pnrnnmtlnn ts lneated
ENDORSED:
tion1;
No. 7i'ifi4.
In rooms
Laughtin Block, in the
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 233. Certiieity of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Mr.
Edward H. Oakley Is designated as ficate of Amendment to Certificate of
'the statutory agent therein and in Incorporation
Land
of
(charge thereof, and upon whom pro-- and Live Stock Company, changing
the said corporation may name to STERN LAND & LIVE
From Ti to 54; humidity, 3!) per cess against,
STOCK COMPANY.
cent. That tells the weather story of be made.
corFiled in Office of State Corporation
said
the
In
Witness
Whereof,
was
The temperature
yesterday.
to Commission, Sep. 30, 1013; 9 a. m.
certificate
this
caused
has
poration
8
much higher this morning and at
EDWIN F. COARD,
a. in. If was 44 in Santa Fe. In other he signed by Its President and SecreClerk.
to he hereseal
and
its
corporate
tary
eitites as follows:
this 2Sth day of June, A. Compared EDO to HFS.
Aniurillo, 38; Bismarck, 10; Boise, unto aflixed,
32; Cheyenne. 20; Dodge City, 36;
32; Flagstaff, 40; Grand Junction, 32; Helena, 22; Kansas City, 38; HANDLES MILLIONS OF DEATH GERMS DAILY
THE
Lander, 22; Los Angeles, 5(i; Modena,
40; Oklahoma, 42; Phoenix, 50; Port-- !
land, 42; Pueblo, 36; Rapid City, 24;
SLIGHTEST SUP MIGHT COST HER LIFE.
Rosehtitg, 52; Roswell, 46; Salt Lake,
40; San Francisco, 52; Spokane, 26; t
Tonopah, 46; Wiliston, 6; Winnemtie- pnllsliinq
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KIDNEY PILLS SUCCEED.
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
suffering due to weak, inactive kidneys and painful bladder action. They
offer a Dowerful help to nature In
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue, in restoring normal action and
relieving bladder discomforts. IKY
THEM. The Capital Pharmacy.
It li
Work for the New Mexican.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
FOLEY
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Landmarks of
Typewriter
Progress
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Such are alt the recent developments of the
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Stern-Hage-

Remington

liacteria-blackniailin-

What cunning,
brain has conceived this, the latest
and most uncanny of all crime1;
science? A
crime coupled with
scheme of blackmail by which are enclosed millions of disease germs between sheets of dainty stationery, and
then mailed to wealthy Chicago women?
Mrs. Julius Rosenwald, wife of the
president of Sears, Roebuck & Company, and Mrs. Frederick M. Steele,
wealthy resident of aristocratic Highland park, are among the recipients of
death missives,
these
which have Just startled all Chicago.
It was only a day ago that Mrs.
Steele made public this newest and
most dire of blackmailing schemes
with which an attempt had been made
to extort $2500 from her!
She received a special delivery let
ter one morning. Opening it nastily,
she hardly noticed the few flakes of
fine whitish powder that floated to
the floor. She was absorbed by the interesting lines of the letter. The
writer recounted how-- after taking the
degree of doctor of medicine in the
wicl:edly-perverte-

(Visible Models 10 and II)

are:

Among these developments

bacilli-bearin-

The Built-i- n Decimal Tabulator which makes the decimal tabulal-in- g
mechanism an integral part ot the typewriter.
The Tabulator Set Key which eliminates all hand setting of the
tabulator stops.
The Column Selector which determines, by the stroke of a single
is to begin.
key, the exact point on each I.r.o where the writing
(Wahl Mechanism! which
, The Adding and Subtracting Remington
combines in one tyfiewnter. and in one operation, the functions ol the
writing machine aiid the. adding machine.
Every one of these new devel
opments is an evidence or me perpetual leadership of the Remington
Illustrated booklet
Typewriter.
descriptive of all recent Remingfm
improvements, sent on request

Remington

Typewriter Company

"MY

jiicorporaieaj

1645 Champa

Letter.'

Mrs. Frederick M. Steele, to Whom Was Sent a "Bacteria

Street,

MONEY?

ROBBER

1'niverslty of Heidlbcrg, he had come
to the United States to make his life's
work the study of a serious contagious disease, which he said was so terrible that it had carried of 13,001)
victims in one year.
The "doctor" recounted how. tiller
four years of study and experiment,
at Cost of great hardship and peril
to himself, he had actually discovered

the cure for this fatal malady!
He had succeeded in compounding; a
powerful serum, which almost Infallibly would destroy the germs, if administered to the sick person before
the ninth day of illness!
But, he complained, his great discovery, his great benefaction to humanity, was unrecognized by the govAnd
ernment because of
private philanthropists had unsyin
pathetically refused him the funds he
required to manufacture it in large
quantities, and continue his investiga"red-tape.- "

tions.
Se he had become desperate!
Mrs. Steele, reading so far attentively, and wondering if the words were,
not those of a harmless maniac, suddenly gasped, for Ihese lines, written

YES.

A

KISS

?

- NO."

GETS WALLOP ON JAW.
mm
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The difference between $7.50 and SL'.'i.OO; $H.OO anil $3(1.00;
$10.00 and $40.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before ami after reciivinij I. C. S
training.

It's

a fat. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly sucli increases in
salary as a dirct result of this training. Every month there is an
average of 300 men who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like year salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not l?t the I. C. S. help you? It doesn't matter
Miss Hazel Leonard, Who Punched Highwayman in the Mouth Because He
where you live, what you Ca for a living, or huvv little schooling
Tried to Kiss Her.
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I.C. S. has a
in
way to help you to success
Seatle, Wash., Oct. 28. Because cheaply. Without protest she "shelled
your own home m your spare
one dime Is like another doesn't mean cut."
time without requiring you to
cwrespradence ScDwls
is like another.
The
"Pshaw!" said the disappointed
, that one kiss
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
give up your present position.
value of kisses cannot be reckoned in footpad. "Chicken feed! Now, I'll
Meft.e explain, without further oMIgatlon on my
The X. C. S. method will
or
tradecan
lor
how
the
part,
posit!. a,
quality
take a kiss."
jtrule.iioa belorc which hayeiuarkcu X.
quickly enable you to earn a
i dimes.
much higher salary at the occuFJectrical Wlreman
But Miss Leonard, who surrenderAutomobile Running
Thus, logically, who approach the
Electrical Engineer
Poultry
Farming
case of Miss Hazel Leonard, the bold ed the tlrce dimes that she valued
Mechanical Draftsman
pation of your choice just as it
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Engineer
has already enabled thousands
StenographerMan
highwayman, and the kiss.
cheaply, without a struggle, gauged
Telephone F.xpcrt
Advertising
Stationary engineer
of other poorly paid but ambiWriting
Miss Leonard was walking home her kisses by a different standard of
Textile Manufacturing
Window Trimming
tious men to succeed.
Civil Engineer
Commerdnl Ulustrat.
one night recently from her music villi es.
Building Contractor
lnduatriai Designing
Mail the coupon today the
Architect
Architectural Dralts.
lesson. It was dark. Her footfalls
When ti e highwayman bent forConcrete Construrt'n
Chemiit
(Spanish
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
French
Plumbing, Steam Fltt'g
ward to take the caress he was painrang in resounding echoes on the
Languages J German
Mine Foreman
without charging yon a penny.
Banking
Mine Superintendent
Civil Service! Italian
pavement. The street fully surprised to kiss a tightly clenchwas deserted. Now enter the bold ed little fist. She smacked It so hard
Remember: The Business oi
that it flattened bis pursed lips
highwayman.
this Place is to Raise Salaries
"Money or your life," said the rob-te- against his teeth, and he beat it up
SI.
v.
the street.
There weie the three dimes in Miss
Miss Leonard reported the incident
. StaU.
C3y
Leonard's purse. She valued them lo the police.
littr-Htlra-

1

j

this
date
Highest temperature
last year, 52; lowest, 35. Extreme
this date 41 years record, highest. 72
in 1878; lowest, 20 In 1807.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
cloudy but generally fair and much
colder tonight and Wednesday.
For New Mexico:
Tonight and
Wednesday cloudy with probably
snow in north and rain in southeast
portions; colder, with cold wave in
east portion.
Conditions.
The atmospheric pressure has again
changed rapidly in the northwest,
and a pronounced area of high barometer is reported from Nebraska and
Marked changWyoming northward.
es to colder have accompanied the
advance of the high barometer, and
cold wave conditions prevail in the
Dakotas and Montana.
Over the
southern Rocky mountain region,
Salt Lake basin and southwest tern-peratures remain moderate. Some
precipitation has occurred over the
Dakotas western Nebraska, Wyoming
and Montana. Conditions favor partly
cloudy but generally fair and much
colder weather in this section tonight
and Wednesday.
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For quick results,
little "WANT."
Coffee
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enp of Scliilliiifi's Best
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It's Sfbillin's I.est
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flour best in tbe pot ami
tbo cup; tbere's much in
making and serving it.
In

a lb

t
cans,
cleanly granulated;
moneyback.

aroma-tigh-

ever-fres-

40c

Miss Esther May Schofield, assistant bacteriologist at the University of
California, working at her microscope.
Among the most malevolent germs
Berkeley, Calif., Oct. 27. Facing
death daily through infection from that she handles are: Rabies, plague,l,
tetanus
millions of virulent germs, Miss Es- bookworm, anthrax,
typhoid, tuberculosis and diphther May Schofield, of Portland, Ore., theria.
"It is all in being careful." she said.
giaduate of Stanford University, is
risking herself for the good of hu "We are taught to go about things in
manity. Her duty is to prevent and a scientific way. When you know
cure disease. Miss Schofield has just what you are dealing with, it is much
assistant bacterbeen appointed
"one scratch recently nearly cost a
iologist at the University of California, under Dr. W. A. Sawyer.
professor In the laboratory his life.
(lock-jaw-

last week in the interest of his brother's candidacy.
"Huerta is not a sane man," he il&
dared. "If tr ied for any offense by a
,u u aojn.m,
jmj m; a unm u
not to
prison."
No Comment From Wilson.
Salisbury, N. C, Oct. 28. President
Wilson made no comment on the lat
est developments In the .Mexican Bitu
- have been protected.
PROTECDIAZ
SEEKS
GEN.
FELIX
STAGED,
EXCELLENTLY
,
a
including the flight of General
GRAND
relation,
uu
S.
GUNBOAT
WHEEL
U.
ON
nun
TION
i ne prouienj 01 wjiat uj
an American warship when
to
Diaz
out
are
land
now
that they
ING.
his party,
lot Mexican territory, may be solved, his train passed through here shortly
were
!i
REACH OF
the opinion of officials here, by per-- ! after noon. News dispatches
(Continued From Page One.)
ofhciul
dispatches
i. ., if
by
t
some!
for
supplemented
nnssaire
thm
iiiiH dn'n
i
on n fnrei!?n shin.
Thev from Washington and the president
h,r
expression
to re- - read all without-a- n
not
!
be
will
follows:
as
in
the
permitted
naval
jprohably
regulations
THE
OF
Will Agree on Mexican Policy.
i ne rigni oi asyium iui- pumim ui :main on ine Anienuiwi "niwi'-othe- r
Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. In rerefugees has no foundation In In-- . fnct, however, that Diaz is - still an of.
T.
i
Tnv!rto
II
flP Tntf?ht sponse to requests from the United
it...
..tplaa lwtit'.
w
i ei imuuiiui
UIK .UC.ln.oil otmtlaw. in I.UIIUUICO,
ni'er
j.
ever, where frequent insurrections on- - he liable to arrest on a warrant, iiiigm. States, Gr at Britain, France and
cur. and constant instability of govern romplioate Hie situation, should he Germany, today, notified Secretary
ment exists, usage sanctions the grant- - eventually take passage on a commer Bryan they would defer forimilatins
any Mexican policy until after exins of asvluni. but even in the waters rial ship lying in a Mexican port.
of such countries, officers should rechanges with the United States.
Rebels Repulsed.
Secretary Bryan announced that all
fuse all applications for asylum except
Oct. 28. The rebels
Mexico
City,
had given assurances
when required by the interests of hulast week, three countries
entered
vho
Monterey
manity in extreme or exceptional l:eld possession of the railroad yards that they would take no action until
the United States has formulated its
cases, such as the pursuit of a refugee
fid steel works for three days before own policy and that was taken as an
fby a riiob. Officers must not directly
federal
the
back
by
indication that the United States soon
nor indirectly invite refugees to ac- being driven
would present to the powers a statecept asylum."
nefore they left the rebels turned ment of the course it intends to pur.John Lind, President Wilson's persevsue in the new situation, which is exsonal representative at Vera Cruz, had r.O railroad cars and destroyed
been instructed to offer asylum to any eral locomotives.
pected to arise out of the elections
citizen of Mexico or any foreigner who
Sunday. The policy will not he pro
Says Huerta Is Insane.
Tucson. Ariz., Oct. 28. Bernardo claimed until a sufficient time has
might be In danger. Acting under suen
T tA
T
...iulit
rf Manuel Cnlero. who elapsed for a formal determination of
Iiqtto
greater freedom of action than a naval was a candidate in the Mexican elec Sunday's balloting,
officer bound by regulations.
n0 Protest From Huerta.
tions Sunday, anuomned today that
'n nrotpsi was heard today from
Officials here, however, have made he had been converted to the
plain within the last few days that tionalist cause. He visited Hermosillo Huerta against the extension of asylum to Diaz. There was some disposition in the state department to question the real necessity for refuge, but
"" "
ON
WEEKLY
it was believed no objection would be
DOG
innins Their
made by Huerta and that the Dia
Twelve Prim, Donnas o, the Future No.
party will be free to transport to a
liner for Havana or rfeme northern
...
i fnllv rinnn
man.
n anv stage in this city,
port. Reply to the inquiry 'at Rear
o.
e,m.oK
Admiral Fletcher as to'the disposition
(Uy Norman.)
OI1
than it was at the Century. It was a!
of Diaz and his friends was, delayed,
(marvel of lighting, of costuming, of
At either
ew Vori:
.. New York, N. Y., .Oct. 27.
but there was no reason to dpubt that
UUUC111B.
,
end of the balcony in the Century
Anrt so the tale of success goes on.
was.
York
New
sill
indications,
obserreports that
opera house there is a sort of
New York has filled the gallery seats, The financial department
vation platform, where one may stand anri tim hnlcnnv seats fat 50 cents to the books are showing a weekly profit
must gratify
and look into the body of the great au- $1.50) and pretty nearly filled the big which is something that
even
exceedingly,
ditorium.
expanse of $2 orchestra seats, through the promoters
thev did not demand it. They
Standing there and looking slightly a week of "Aida," and a week of thonch
to be satisfied, if they could
ALLEGED
"Gioconda," and a week of "Tales of were going
aloft, during one of the intermissions,
mey
one may see a sight new to this coun- Hoffman," and a week of "Lohengrin." give the kind 6f productions near
come
and
anywhere
"Jewels of wanted to,
try. It is the Century's gallery, with This week
seats the Madonna" is the bill.
breaking even.
every one of its several hundred
The Century has four splendid
Merit has won. Milton and Sargent
occupied by some music lover who hastenors
a
per-of
hear
to
Bardsley, Kingston, Wheatley
cents
25
for
Aborn.
producers
years
many
paid exactly
foraiance of grand opera, excellently opera in English at popular prices, and Bergman. Few better soprano
can be heard
or- were
by the Centry m- voices than Lois Ewell's
sung, splendidly staged, with an
critics
chestra that is both adequate and well rectors to manage the venture. They aiunj price. Of course critical
handled.
knew that New York must have real I.are able to pick flaws here and there
'
An evening of Cerdi, or Puccini, or voices real orchestration, real music in the productions, but the great
have not been
Wagner, for the same amount that nr New York wouldn't come, even marvel is that there
would he paid for two hours of mov- though prices were 10, 20 and 30. New more, In these early weeks, when
under
An upstairs seat for Y'ork wouldn t expect
Metropolitan everyone concerned has been
ing pictures!
strain of getting so
'Madam Butterfly" at the same cost caliber, but it would expect, and de- the
great and so unusual a venture under
as a downstairs seat for the Step- mand, music.
"Aida
way.
the
delivered
child's Curse, in three reels!
goods.
They
Just what effect the opening of the
No such
And yet 'twas an experiment the nstnnished its auditors.
in
Cenvoices, no such staging, had been ex Metropolitan opera house's season,
wealthy men who took over the
attendon
the
will
have
November,
uioconaa
of
tury theatre and devoted it to popular-price- pected. The production
ance at the Century, is a matter of
grand opera did not know was an artistic and as finished as it
and managewhether New York would support the could have been at any price of ad- conjecture. Directors
the Cenventure. They knew that opera for mission. The "Ballet of the Hours," ment are inclined to think
" the masses, within reach of the pock- - in this piece, was never more beauti- - tury will hold its own.

news

SUNG,

OPERA

to
they were prepared to give refuge
Diaz, for Secretary Bryan in response
:to a direct question, recently declared
'.that the American government would
rive nsvlum to Diaz or any outer person in danger who asked for it. It was
Dointed out that had former President
.Madero taken refuge in the American
wowo
iii .Mexico City, he
emliHSKv

,
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Why Diaz Wouldn't Go.
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 28. Colonel
Manuel Virljnirnzflfrn
inretflrv tn Oen- eial Blanquet, minister of war, return- -
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ea irom vera uruz this morning, we
said hlB last Interview with Diaz took
place on the balcony of the German
hotel in vera Cruz, where the shadow
of the American flag flying over the
consulate next door fell on Diaz.
The colonel said Diaz had refused
to return to the capital in spite of the
fact that the offer had been made of
the school ship Zaragosa to take him
to Tainpico and of a special train
from there to Mexico City.
The real reason for Diaz' refusal ap
peared, said the colonel, to be his unfounded fear and his desire to remain
"in the shadow of the stars and
stripes."
Diaz on Retired List.

t
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Mexico

iX.T
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STAGE

$1,000

,ii

ya" Z

Gener-

City, Mex.. Oct. 28.

al Felix Diaz was placed on the retired list of the Mexican army today
by order of General Auerlio Blanquet, minister of war. General Diaz
had requested by telegraph on Sunday to be allowed to retire and General Blanquet, after conferring with
Provisional President
Huerta, complied. General Diaz had held a commission for thirty years.
Rebels Dynamite Train.
Oct. 2S. Only
Mexico City, Mex.,
eight persons survided when the troop
train was dynamited by rebels yesterday at the railway station of Lufu, between Saltillo and Vanegas, Coahuiln.
More than 100 federal soldiers, including three officers were" killed! All of
the survivors were injured.

;,. ntl,

EARNS

28,"l9l3'.

the answer would be along the general
lines of nolicy adopted in such cases.
That is to say, the refugees may re
main aboard Admiral Fletchers vessel until they can be Bent away to
some safe place. Meanwhile, however,
it is distinctly understood that Diaz
communications probably will be limited to members of his family or personal friends and must be

i
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GIRL ON
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MILE

HORSEBACK

DESPITE THRILLING

HERSELF

RIDE ENJOYING

ESCAPES FROM DEATH.

ON FIRST LAP
BETTY THORPE TELLS OF HER ADVENTURES
COAST TO CHICAGO.

OF

HER JOURNEY FROM PACIFIC

4oMi. 'S'Nfi.JJJ''

"Jasper," whose other name is Taylor, has accented the flattering offer
of Pat Casey to appear in vaudeville.
Here he is signing a three years'
contract at $1,000 per week.
Pretty good for a mere dog isn't it?
In his short life, for Jasper is still
ja frisky young fellow, he has
before many prominent people

(Miss Betty Thorpe, a Spokane,
Wash., girl, is riding horseback from
to Chicago, a distance of

in the United States, including Presi

dent Wilson, Vanderbilt and the
"wizard," Thomas A. Edison.
Quite recently, when Mr. Edison announced himself to be suffering from
vacationitis," Jasper sent in his card
to the great inventor asking leave to

Spokane
about 2O00 miles. She is making the
trip simply for the purpose of having
a vacation of an unusual sort and
seeing the "real country" of the northwest. She is making the first part of
her trip through one of the roughest
sections of the west and writes of her
experiences on the first lap of this
unique journey. Editor's Note.)
(By Miss Betty Thorpe.)
Libby, Mont., Oct. 28. Well, I have
I haven't
got this fur, anyway, and
done so had, considering some of the

DRESS

PLAYS

A

trv his powers in relieving the malady.

Edison, though an awfully busy
caller.
man, received the
Jasper, apparently realizing the
valuable time he was being given,
went through his various "stunts"
quickly.
But before he had finished the "wizard" was "sitting up and taking notice."
Jasper, who, by the way is an English bfindle terrier, will settle down
now to his winter's job of keeping the
wolf from the door at $1,000 per
week.
four-legge- d
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before ieaving Spokane
me, bruising my foot

-- a
Zl;
was well enough

H

"1

to ne,
mane
has pained me and caused me to
a
slower time than 1 planned. At
little town in Idaho I saw a doctor
he adand, after dressing my wound,
me to turn back. I decided to

vised
keep on.
1 have ridden in some, bad storms
and had some thrilling experiences at
Betty Thorps, Snapped En Route.
Once
v v mountain trails.
the peo
1
leav
thought of it wna ralnlne so hard that
i was rlnne for. After
I surely told them what
at the ranch persuaded me to stay.
I was
ple
riding
IQOUglll.
said
Idaho,
they
tnem.
Sandpoint,
They
ing
I left a day later, i am semuug a
nen L
down a steep road in the nuis
.anteQ t0 race
me.
picture of myself, "Babe" and a deer
con
behind
1
auto
an
heard
lost
purse
I
my
r o,u ril
at. the Wallace ranch. Deer
ivh
of autos..
afraid
and
is
deathly
horse
and
My
taining some letters B& pictures roue are so thick around there that they
but
to
slow,
them
go
for
cents, i
I motioned
except
are destroying the orchards at the
horn. all my money
they speeded up, blowing their down back to find it, but was unsuccessiu.. ranches.
bolted
and
ann
went
crazy
My horse
I rode on into Bonners terry
I am now leaving on the road for
the rough hill. The machine kept bought dinner with the b& cents auu
I hope to make better time
every
I
monKalispell.
This
expected
sold
gun.
my
next
right at our heels.
the
day
from now on, at least until I reach
minute that the horse would fall and ey has lasted me since.
the Rockies.
break both our necks, as we were goThe next night I got lost in the
rocks and
over
hard
a
at
gallop
Already I have endured some stren"Babe"
ing
finally
trails in the mountains.
uous
down hill. "Babe" ran for half a mile,
hardships, but there have been
to
the
found a road that ran down
until we reached the bottom and the Kootenai river. We followed this and amusing and pleasant experiences, too
could
The horse
thus far I have thoroughly enit brought up to the Wallace ranch, i and
,
wanted to .eave the next day, but joyed the trip.
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'rise from his chair and the referee
LESTER IS NO MATCH
FOR SAM LANGFORD. gave the ngm to uaugiun..
Taft, Colo., Oct. 28. Sam Langford TOMMY BURNS WILL NOT
of Boston, the veteran heavyweight,
HAVE TO FACE TRIAL.
rismnnfttrated conclusively here last
Oct. 28. Tommy
Alberta,
Calgarv.
of
Lester
night that Jack
the fight last
who
promoted
Burns,
the
in
to
enlist
Wash., had no right
and
McCarthy
Mnv hetween Luther
two
the
when
army of white hopes,
to face
not
have
will
Arthur
Pelkey,
for
met in a boxing bout scheduled
trial in connection with the death of
twenty rounds.
McCarty, which occurred in the prize
Lester was knocked down for the ring during the bout. This was anround.
second
In
the
seven
count of
nounced today by Crown Prosecutor
In the third he landed his only blow Short.
a
glancing swing:
of the whole .light
.
n ... v , .1 , . f, .1 i .1
moutn tnai orew uiuuu
he was knock- - WANTS TO INVESTIGATE
fourth
i th
UU HOI IUI
OF PANAMA.
ACQUISITION
ed down three times and was saved
28.
Oct.
bell.
Delegates to
Mobile, Ala.,
fmm heine knocked out by the
u
Pnmmprrifll COnCTeSS
nntUn,
When the gong rang for the fifth he w.-- .C...m
Pan-was still so groggy that he could not paused In their discussion of the
Cle-EIu-

V,

I. I..

-

:

Aib

horse'kkked

,n

J&ifa

Mrs. Jennie M. Eaton, Who Is Being Tried at Plymouth. Mass., for the
Alleged Poisoning of Her Husband, Rear Admiral Joseph Giles Eaton.

difficulties.
"

ttfS Co.

enough today to pay
Senator
impressive tribute to the late
John T. Morgan, of Manama, wu
for more than 30 years advocaiea au
isthmian waterway.
of
Following closely on the heels
Wilson's statement yester
would gain
day that the United States
no more territory by conquest,
v. Ransdell. of Louisiana,
offered a resolution providing that
incongress should at once oegin au
securvestigation of how this country United the canal zone. He said the
ed States should not Ignore the claims
resoof the republic of Columbia. The
lution went to the committee.
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Miss Adrienne Kroell.

New York, Oct.' 18. "Dress is an
important factor 'in the success of a
photo player!"
"Street clothes and evening aress,
when worn in a scene, should be thor
and good to look at.
oughly
"The photo play is gaining tne
same position as the stage has had
with respect to
always for years and years fashion.
being a forerunner of

'

"Women patrons of a picture play
feml-ninstudy the dress of their favorite
Rtnr. ar well as her actine. and it
behooves the actress to keep that in
mind.
So says clever Adrienne Kroell, one
of the most popular "movie" stars of
thu rfv She nrnr.ticps her belief, too.
wearing clever costumes in a clever
way when the part requires them.
o

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper
find that COtJPON
because by comparison you would
in quality-chara- cter
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive,

JuS specify COUPON BOND today, And see the
difference.

Let us sho?? you samples.
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DR. MARTIN PINNED 'ROAD BUILDING POLICY

That
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men's Tailor piaffe Soils
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WELL

By starting the day right with
a hot cup of rich, aromatic

CAPTIVE

BY
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HOURS
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MOREYS
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GO.

GOODS

WINDOWS

For October Special Prices

where, but remember our expenses
are small; this makes our low
prices possible.
Eighteen years' experience in
the tailoring business. Let us take
your measure.

FALSE

DRY

$30

ud to
We 6how you over 1500 samples.
The largest line in the city. We
guarantee a perfect fit and you can
find no better workmanship at any
price. You will pay more elseIn Prices from
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District Forester Arthur C. Uiiigland
bus issued a statement in regard to
PHONE 180,
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
CUSTOM
. COFFEE
TAILORING,
LINDKARDT,
jthe Forest Service's road building pol
icy designed to correct certain impres125 Palace Ave.
For Solitaire coffee is as unusual as Colo
sions of the scope and character of
that, work, which, lie says, has arisen.
rado air and sunshine. It is always rich,
"l'ublished statements of the amount
spicy and delicious.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND RliST CONTENT.
0f
for roads and
money available
"The Beat the Grocer Can Deliver"
said
on
Mr,
Forests."
National
trails
Modern Cottage of 5
The Morey Mercantile Co.
iunguom, .une cmu.uu.ru pnunc
SUBSCRIBERS:
Colo.
Denver,
in
Rooms and Baiii. Lot fronts
in
this
w
iterest
subject, particularly
tne Pcstal Tele- TiPnhr.n
not
if
do
turned turtle, hurling the physician communities on or near the forests.
South
about 100 feet on Palyou
get
company
graph
under it and there holding him cap- The natural effect on tile reader of a' your paper and one will be
ace Avenue.
tive for seven hours.
statement that we have money to put! Ilvered to vou at one.
V
V
V
weak from
the terrific into roads is for him at once to think
1 We will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800 NOW is the
Bleeding,
weight pressing on his body, unable of some road near bis home that needs
w time 10 i nvestigate the above.
Dr. P. K. .Merit was called east very
Dr. Martin felt as though repair and to wonder if he and his
IN to budge,
in
friends can't get some of the forest suddenly hist evening by the illness of
days were passing.
eleThat's his father. Dr. W. 11. Lloyd will have
Finally, news of the accident reach- - road fund for the purpose.
U. S. A.,
ed Taos and Dr. Allison rushed to his (only natural.
charge of his patients during his abRooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa fe, N. M.
on
rescue, taking the
DRY,
unt we have to expend this money sence.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE". HAYWARD HAS IT.
injured man back to Taos where his muder certain restrictions and it is
Attorney William McKean, of Taos,
wounds were dressed.
on
his
obvious, too, that the amount wehaveiwas jn
hist
evening
city
From reportB received
today Dr. is not. enough to do all the road workjvav to Raton on legal business.
fogs,
e ve
Martin is doing as well as could be ex- needed in the district at once.
JL S. Groves, member of the corporold build- pected after the terrible ordeal which got to put the money we have where ation commission,
in
one is
left lust night for
will
him
life.
it
his
cost
where
and
law
the
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Berkeley, Calif., where he will visit
to
want
outline
cars.
most
do
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houses,
good.
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his fight with Leo Kelly, of St. Louis, fitui vsif fvv oviuoifiiiiii'o niiflpp'tho 'ls Iribniartes.
of J pieces of jewelry.
W, f!. Turley, county surveyor
in the eleventh round on a foul. The road and trail item are $20,000 for Arizstones,
had warned Kel- ona, and $12,000 for New Mexico. The Rio Arriba county, arrived in the city
Jim
referee,
Byrnes,
Ben-Hu- r,
mines.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
ly several times 'during the fight that fund is cumulative, that is. if the en- last night from three months field c H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,
his rough tactics must cease and that tire amount earned during any given work in Rio Arriba and Taos counties.
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a repetition of throwing Johnson year is not spent during the year it Uev. J. M. Shinier returned last i
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American!
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The law specifically states that the president of the Kdworth League, he "
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assists
funds shall be used for the construc- had gone to deliver an address.
In the latter part of the eleventh tion and repair of roads in the forests
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Aleyn, of New
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good fishing, round, Kelly deliberately picked
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Pinned tinder an automobile for sciv- en hours after it had turned turtle, his
shoulder, torn and his body bruised,
was the terrible experience of Dr.
Thomas P. Martin of Taos and well
known in Santa Fe.
The physician was on his way to
Taos Sunday after making a sick call
or thirty
at Cevro, some twenty-fivmiles north of Taos. Just how the
accident happened is not known here
the machine
beyond the fact that
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At a meeting of the Woman's TioarJ
of Trade held ynsterday afternoon all
'(rmmlttpes having charge of final arrangements for the big Hallowe'en
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ments will be perfected tomorrow.
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displacement, organic inflammation and ised to donate candies, sweets, etc.,
female weaKnesa. are requested to send them to the
For two years I Library on Friday morning, and Mrs.
could not stand on .Adolph Fischer with her corps of as
my feet long at a sistants will be on hand to receive
time and I could not same.
walk two blocks
An error was made in the menu for
Our cracker counter Is an inwithout enduring the Big Supper, and Instead of "Hrown
The large
place.
cutting and drawing Potatoes" there will be "HOT ROLLS
teresting
pains down my right AND BROVVX BREAD," and you all
variety of crackers and wafers
side which increased know what a delicate combination
we carry would astonish most
once a month. 1 that makes. The menu In full will be
anybody. What is so nice as
have been at that
tomorrow, corrected, and you
a box of dainty, delicious watime purple in the printed
will notice that it will also contain
face and would walk the floor. I could
fers? Some kind of a cracker
that old home favorite "PUMPKIN'
not lie down or sit still sometimes for a PIE" and what
should
be on the table at every
is. You know
it
pie
nerI was
day and a night at a time.
is in the eatthe
of
the
be In every lunch
proof
meal
pudding
should
ambino
vous, had very little appetite,
and often felt as ing thereof, so make up your mind to
box. And the very kind you
tion, melancholy,
take supper next Friday night at the
tWugh I had not a friend in the world.
should have are here.
They
Woman's Board of Trade; it will only
"After I had tried most every fe- cost you 50c, and you can't prepare
have the quality that always satmale remedy first, without success, supper for that amount and
isfies.
then,
advised me to take think what
my mother-in-ladelightful company you
ComPinkham's
E.
Vegetable
Lydia
will have; your friends will all be
pound. I did so and gained in strength there, so come and join them.
"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
now
no
trouble
in
have
I
everyday.
Another special feature has been
mediand
your
highly
praise
any way
added: Oue of the most accomplished
cine, ltadvertises itself." Mrs. S. T.
and mysterious fortune tellers who CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
Missouri.
Eldon,
Hurley,
ever practiced the art will be on hand
Remember, the remedy which did to cater to your every want, and you
E.
this was Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable don't want to miss that feature.
PRIMROSE BUTTER
Compound. For sale everywhere.
Hallowe'en games of all kinds will
It has helped thousands of women also be on the program at the armory,
who have been troubled with displace- where also during the evening refresh
ments, inflammation, ulceration, tumors, ments, with ice cream, cake, lemonade
KAUNE & GO.
irregularities, periodic pains, backache, cigars, cigarettes, etc., will be served.
that bearing down reeling, indigestion,
And Oh! That Country Store! Any
and nervous prostration, after all other thing under the sun for 10c.
B-- st
Where Prices
means have failed.
Why don't you
Now, make up your mind to be there.
it?
'You can't afford to miss It.
try
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be appreciated by a thirsty inau out in his benefit and that of his family,
the desert, but it would take some-- Why, then be so unpatriotic as to eon-- : DcPsits
thing of a philanthropist to ligure out tinually limi fault? To be sure the
$1.289,217.0M
just how a two months old baby town may have some short coinings, as
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency under his call
for report
would appreciate it and the probabili- - every town has, but the town has also
for October 21, 1913.
ties are that the services of a physi- - many good things about it which far
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
cian would follow the taking of the more than balance its few defects.
The way to improve a town is not by
contents of the can.
'
It is often amusing to see the ef-- j '.landing at tbg street corner talking
doing what one can
forts of those w ho are engaged in the rpniiiE it, but
to promote its welfare, and that is
THE CHANGE (S EVIDENT.
charity business when they try to of-- I
do if he is so
fer aid to the sufferers for the com- - something anyone can
illiam K. Cadmus to Santa Fe a few days ago was in the
The visit of
moil necessities of life. But at all minded,
nature of an inspiration to all those who listened to his stirring address. The,
He Belonged.
events, it is better to try and make a
things he said were so eminently true of the present time and his explanation j
tell a good story about a man
They
at
an
not
to
effort
mistake
than
make
show
that
all
went
to
of the aims and the work of the Progressive party
who applied at the court in Tucuru-car- l
all, and perhaps the Chicago society
there is a work ahead and that it will be carried to a conclusion.
last week for naturalization
pa
will
some
velvet
a
learn
time that
The young and wonderful party which in its first entrance into the poll-pers.
not
are
of
tomatoes
gown and a can
t.ical field sprung into the second position among the parties of the country!
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
In reply to the usual question
the things for a starving family.
and carried more states than the party In power, and which had held the
to
whether
"orgazia-tithe
any
belonged
reins of government for fifty years with but two defeats in that long stretch
Brute Instinct.
HOME
opposed to the government," he
of time, has not finished its labors and is not going Into obscurity at the
How plainly it is shown at times
replied:
that
unless
with
other
is
to
it
nor
party
time,
any
going
amalgamate
present
that the animal instinct is with us yet
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
IN THE "BUTTER" INDUSTRY,
"Yes, sir, I belong to the Republican
party adopts in full (he measures which are the foundation of the Progreswhen we see what men will do and
Obar Progress.
party."
Say, Clancy, have you heard they
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
sive party
what they seem to enjoy.
Because They Believe.
The statements of .Mr. Cadmus regarding the condition in all civic depart- dt be training goats to replace dairy
central Location.
In
town
an
eastern
the
other day
A lawyer in a court room may call
ments of life today, and the changes that are taking place are of the greatest cows
Well.
wish you'd tell this goat two nl('n were arrested for making a a man a liar, scoundrel, villain or
Rooms,
Large Sample
THOS. DORAN,
I lie cnarge was thief, and no one
u wM1 'luit acting like a goat."
makes complaint
couple ot uogs liglit.
The changes have come in the methods of preaching on the part of those a"
man had a when court adjourns. If a newspaper
to
One
animals.
cruelty
ministers who are alive, and we no longer go to the churches io hear the!
rints such a reflection on a man's
big New Foundlnnd dog and the other
doctrinal discourses nf a generation ago or the theological discussion of even
a bull dog that' was considered of character there is a libel suit or a i
THE BYSTANDER
a few years back, but rather to listen to the topics of the times as they
value. The two owners got up a bet dead editor. This may be owing to it
relate to the uplifting of humanity and bringing it iu closer touch with the:
SEES IT.
on the dogs and tried to get thein to the fact that the people believe what
hearts of all people.
get into a scrap but the canines were an editor says. Questa Gazette.
The same is true of literature. We are not reading the stories of advennot inclined to go at it. The men took
conditions!
of
tales
tell
the
that
the
of
but
rather
and
lure
romance,
gripping
them and repeatedly threw them to- ODD FELLOWS MEET AT
MR. HARVEY 0ATMAN,
Charity.
of the day and aid in the spirit of uplift and tell of the remedy which will
A little girl iu Pittsburg stuck the gether until the dogs began to get
GRAND JUNCTION, COLO.
bring relief.
Proprietor of the
judge with the same question that has angry and the fight began. The result
More than anywhere else is this spirit visible in the political world been asked for
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
ages and which has was the mutilation of the bull dog
27.
Grand
Colo..
Oct.
Junction,
Here is a tlenianu tor a cnange. n is me peoples movement anu it cannot
ueen answered yet Here is the which was
in sine and With 1,500
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
delegates and visitors in
fail to succeed. This change, can only come through the Progressive party jBjory of tt.
The Best That Can be Bought I
Btrength and the fact that the New attendance, the grand lodge,
Indeas the old parties are still clinging to tne oiu tenets ana tne oia metnons.
"Do you know what it is to tell a Foundlnnd was protected by his long
MARCUS CATT0N,
AT ANY PRICE
pendent Order of Odd Fellows, opened
It may take a little time and it will take enthusiastic effort, but it Is lie?" asked the court.
hair. The men were apprehended and its annual meeting here
Son of the Famous
today. Grand
absolutely certain to win.
"Oh, yes, sir," answered the child taken before a court and were proper Master J. M. Morgan of Denver, ar
Take no chances on either
with a smile and a twist of her little ly fined.
"BILLY" CATT0N,
when a small amount will give
rived this morning. The week's pro
body.
In such instances as this do we see gram includes parades by Cantons,
who will manage hit billiard parTHE LESSON OF BANJ
you the protection that you
to
never
went
"But
you
you
say
that the primitive, man is still In us barbecues, and business sessions.
lors and Instruct those desiring to
There is a lesson to the boys of America in the statement of Ban Johnneed, and when you do use Inchurch, nobody ever told you and you and that the wild streak has
learn the game. All new tables,
son, the president of the American League, made the other day when he was don't know who
surance get the best, as It is
by no
is? Did anybody means
(lod
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
been eliminated, but when the
the
discussing the future of base ball and the manner in which the organization tell you?'
cheapest, and
would act iu the future.
lounging room f r those who cater
opportunity comes for the display of
ALWAYS SEE
to the pastime.
we are ready for the display and go
it
A statement made by Kev. D. F. Fox, to the Congregational Council, is
Do you know what happens to girls
.. ...
,
,
.,
.,
most significant. This is what lie said:
who tell lies?
EVERYONE WELCOME!
ment that those whom we are apt to
"I was talking the other day to Ban Johnson, president of the American gen.
look down on as the cave men and
iiaseball League, and he told me that no contracts for next year, in either
The child looked up big eyed. "No, I the barbarian did
Office United States Bank Building
the American or the National League, would be signed with players who did
according to the ss
mmmmmmmmmm MHMMP
don't know what happens to them. Do stories that we read
(FIRST FLOOK)
and the history
not agree in them not to use intoxicating liquor in the course of the season."
THE
SANITARY
who has purchased the Insur
that is taught us.
It would be well if every boy In the country could read that, statement you?"
The judge was silent. He did notj One wonders
ance Business of the L. A.
and ponder over it.
just what it is in us I SHORTOBDEBHESTflORHNT
He was like all of the rest of!
that makes us enjoy seeing two aniNo boy and no man can be anything in the athletic world, and cannot be say.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
us
some
a
of
when
child
those
asks
2
REGULAR MEALS.
mals
and injure each other and
what all boys want to be. strong and active physically, or he a part of the
goodcompanies.goed protection
which are in the unanswer-- i see fight
questions
of
use
to
the
of
and
them
mutilated and disfigured
life,
intoxicating liquors.
give way
moving pageant
able column in the book of life. It is
Open Day
1 CHARLrFGANMrop'r
The stand taken by the American league ought to carry with it very great a
no human has yet! and may be fatally hurt and at least
that
problem
Best Equipped, Most Modem.
and
health
of
keepto themselves and to
rendered
useless
building
weight and should be proof of the impossibility
solved, even with all our research and
1
ing iu physical condition and dabble with the one thing that is the sure with all our learning and with all the! their owners. It would be a good thing
European Plan.
Special Dinner Parties.
if this action of the authorities in the
WOODY'S STAGE
destroyer of both.
Meals At AH Hours.
the
inventions
uncover-jinfor
(marvelous
?
There is no question that the tendency of the times is toward a moral,
city of the east would be emulated by
Connecof the world's mysteries.
in
Rooms
Elegant
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
Prom
physical and economic uplift. We have reached the low ebb in our life as a
I can remember,
as can all of us: others and an example made of the
tion, Steam Heat,
... ....... .....
who wants to go back to $ SANTA
"
- - - NEW MEXICO.
nation anu as imm mums, anu iue uue .
vvellt ,0 the Simduy School in! individual
FE,
ru,6
;who
Electric
and
Baths.
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
e
Lights
r$
gj
new fields of endeavor and to belter conditions, where the chance to
$
d
how tlle teacher the days of the rude and the uncouth
man whose instincts
were of the
North
velop into higher life will be offered and humanity will have an opportunity ,to(, ng that jt w(lg
South
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY. 1 Meets Both
al) gettled and
.
.
brutal order and who cared nothing
to cleanse itself of the evils that have woven themselves about it on account
B. Bifl ,hnt
B
Bounds
San Francisoo Street.
Trains.
to
assert
its
failure
and
the
somnolent
or
reunea
the
r
me
anu
re
nrua
of the lack of interest and
"le
spirit
siae
qj in uuiniijxruuxrvirLn.ruiriru iru
was true, if we were bad boys and'
Near S, W. Corner Plaza,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival i
g
own rights.
unite sintering as an amusejgirls we would be burned forever. In garded
the north bound train and arrives at
ment.
The investigation into the methods of the lives of those who have hadjt1H after years the ministers and the
We ought to be beyond that sort of
Tao at 7 p. m.
no chance in the world; the exposures of the manner of working on the part teachers began to have a little doubt
thing by this time though I do not
Ten miles shorter than any other
if public servants; the examination into the conditions regarding child labor; regarding the interpretation of the
;
determination to cleanse the social atmosphere; the sympathy ex- - ture and now we are no nearer to the know as we will ever reach that stage
way. Good covered hacks and aoo
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
hibited toward those in the toils of industrial slavery, all show the tendency (solution than we were in the other In our existence, but will always have
furnished commercial men o take In
in the direction of uplift in all departments of life.
days and the old ideas have been dis- the quality of the brute in us.
0
the surrounding town. Wlr Embudi
carded and the questions of the kids
in regard to what, happens to the linr AMONG
tatlon.
It was an old fashioned habit
THE EDITORS.
WHAT WOMAN HAS DONE.
and the other offenders against the
of readers to turn first of all to
Who was it tirst took fire at the cruel exploitation of children in in law, put us in the booby class.
We
Never Objects.
the death notices on picking up
have to acknowledge that we do not
dustry; that cried aloud to halt greed's slaughter of the innocents?
A gambler's wife may be of a
s
WILL SOON
Woman.
a newspaper.
know a thing. Either we dodge the
nature like other people's wives
Who was it organized the fight on child labor, gathered the evidence, issue or do as the Pittsburg judge did,
Nowadays, people turn more
say nothing and turn the tide but we never heard of one objecting
prodded the lazy legislators, camped on the trail of the factory inspectors,
just
BE WITH US
often to the advertisements of
There is nothing to her husband holding four queens.
wrote letters to the newspapers and collected the sinews of war?
tof conversation.
the live merchants.
Woman.
jelse to do. The youngsters have the Clovis Journal.
If you are contemplating:
Did Right Thing.
on us.
has
ridicule,
opposition,
kepttgoods
by
unwearied
Who,
by discouragement, by
They are Interested in the
see
our
line of
any "doings"
is about the toughest
Do you
Speaker Clark displayed a fine retiD the unending battle on the abuse of alcohol?
and the quickest men in
quick,
for
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future
in
the
by
political
ruling
language
English
NOVELTIES.
question
Woman.
town
are
of
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the
order
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social
the
evil,
congressional
attempt
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into
day.
and
fight
Who put heart and soul
punch
Nothing like them in the
to buy a $71100 automobile. Roswell
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Great Is Charity.
advertise.
especially Into the fight to halt greed's dooming of young girls to
city, and they are
Plate
Charity is a great thing but how News,
ized lives of sin?
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are
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going fast.
often it is misdirected. A woman in,
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into
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want
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honestly
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There are sensitive, morally courageous men, many ot them:
Domestic Relations:
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Land Grants, Etc
i
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woman; every
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find that it pays.
of matter In the hands of the proper of- manner in which the Democrats are
The cost of a battleship, with trimmings, would build 500 miles
as soon as built and ficials for treatment.
passing bills, but they cannot deny
good road. The battleship would be obsolete almost
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What So Precious
As a Healthy Baby?
HHP

ANYWAY

Every Youngatf Can Have Fine
gestion if Given a Good
j
Baby Laxative.
In spite of the greatest personal
rare and the most intelligent attention to diet, babies and children will
become constipated, and it is a fact
that constipation and indigestion have
wrecked many a young life. To start
with a good digestive apparatus is to
start life without handicap.
Rut, as we cannot all have perfect
working bowels, we must do the next
best thing and acquire them, or train
hem to become healthy. This can be
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